
Module 2
Part 3 

Practice



Let’s work together on this picture.



Sample Task

Look at this picture carefully for a 
few seconds. 

Now take your 
Picture Description Task Sheet 
which you can download from the 
page. 

Listen to my advice and write down 
your ideas about this picture. 





Stop the video after each 
sentence so that you will 
have time to write in your 
ideas. 



Sample Task

1. What’s happening in the 
picture?

In this picture, I can see two ...     
...ing on a park bench. 

They are ...ing at their ...  and they 
aren’t ...ing to each other. 

One of them is...while the other one 
is...



2. 
Make intelligent guesses about the 

situation

I think they might be ...  
because ... . 

I'm not sure, but they might be ... .

Sample Task



Sample Task

3. 
Think about the exam topic

This is one of the most important 
issues of our times. 

In my opinion, people 
nowadays use their mobile 
phones ... . 



Sample Task

3. 
Think about the exam topic

They use it for 
- ...ing - ...ing
- ...ing - ...ing
- ...ing and - ...ing



Sample Task

3. 
Think about the exam topic

People not only …, but ... with 
their mobiles. 

They can get addicted ... which 
leads to …

It’s really dangerous when ...



Sample Task

3. 
Think about the exam topic

There are a number of things we 
could do about this problem.

First, I think people should ... .

Moreover, they should ... .



Sample Task

4. 
Think about how the picture is 

connected to YOUR life

I've already been in a situation 
like this. 
Personally, I think mobile phones ...

I usually …, but I also ... 

I believe people should ... 



Sample Task

4. 
Think about how the picture is 

connected to YOUR life

When you are together with 
your friends, you ... 

In my opinion, it’s quite rude if ... 

All in all, I think ... 



And you’re 
finished!
After finishing this 
Picture Description Task, 
you can send it to the following 
e-mail address and we will 
read it and send a short 
feedback in a week. 

Send your 
Picture Description Task to: 
agnes.juba.nagy@gmail.com

This is the end of 
MODULE 2. 


